
Les Misérables: Westcliff High School for Boys - A thrilling success!

Les Misérables, the enduring tale of love, redemption, and revolution, was brought to life in a

powerful and impactful production directed by Mr. Jeffreys, Director of Drama, with musical

direction by Mr. Wood and George as Assistant Musical Director. Attended on Friday, 22nd

March, this rendition showcased a remarkable collaboration between pupils, staff, parents, and

professional hire companies, resulting in a theatrical experience that left a lasting impression.

From the outset, it was evident that this production of Les Misérables was driven by a strong

sense of collaborative energy, bolstered by an excellent supporting ensemble. Emotion and

moments of poignancy permeated the performance, drawing the audience into the heart of

19th-century France and the struggles of its diverse cast of characters.

The set, functional in design with varying levels, effectively created a sense of scene and

location without being overtly specific. Swift and effective set changes, particularly notable

during Cosette’s scenes, combined with seamless lighting shifts to enhance atmosphere and

focus on key moments and characters. Throughout, there was a palpable sense of

professionalism, ensuring a smooth and immersive viewing experience.

In group scenes, such as those set in the streets of Paris, the facial expressions and clear

relationships between characters lent authenticity to the production. Meticulously blocked with

attention to detail, these scenes brought the bustling world of Victor Hugo’s novel vividly to life.

Musically, the production soared to exceptional heights, with performances of outstanding

standard. Jacob’s rendition of ‘Bring Him Home’ was particularly moving, showcasing the raw

emotion and vocal prowess required of the role. Supported by a talented band, the music

served as a backbone to the narrative, heightening the emotional impact of each scene.



Costumes, true to the time period, were of high quality and added authenticity to the production.

Carefully considered blocking for key numbers ensured visually engaging performances, further

enhanced by the excellence of the accompanying band.

Standout moments included Emma’s poignant portrayal of ‘On My Own’, a scene imbued with

emotion and sung beautifully. ‘Master of the House’, led by Gabriel, was a comic highlight, with

Edith delivering a standout performance as Madame Thénardier, injecting humour into her role

with aplomb.

Young performers Sophie and Harley portrayed their respective roles with emotional sincerity,

adding depth to the ensemble. ‘Look Down’ showcased an exciting and highly energised

performance by Sam as Gavroche, hinting at a promising future ahead for the young actor. Alice

was an endearing Cosette, gaining empathy from the audience as we witnessed the struggles of

the character.

Rafael’ portrayal of Inspector Javert commanded the stage with excellent presence and

convincing interactions, contributing to a strong sense of company spirit. The production’s

ambition and challenges were met with brilliance, evident in the seamless organisation from

front of house to backstage, ensuring a thoroughly enjoyable evening for all.

Les Misérables proved to be an ambitious and challenging show executed brilliantly by a

dedicated team of individuals. From the captivating performances to the meticulous attention to

detail in blocking and costume, every aspect of the production contributed to a memorable

theatrical experience. As the curtain fell, it was clear that this rendition of Les Misérables had

left an indelible mark on its audience, serving as a testament to the enduring power of Hugo’s

timeless tale.
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